
Television Academy

2014 Primetime Emmy Awards Ballot

Outstanding Sound Mixing For Nonfiction Programming

      

For a single episode of a nonfiction series or a special. Emmy(s) to a maximum of four mixers. Production and 

post-production mixers are all eligible. NOTE: VOTE FOR NO MORE THAN FIVE achievements in this category that 

you have seen and feel are worthy of nomination. (More than five votes in this category will void all votes in this 

category.)

001 Alaska: The Last Frontier

A Prickly Situation

December 1, 2013

A persistent porcupine nails several of the Kilchers' too-curious animals with quills. Atz and his family carefully 

jack up and move an old abandoned cabin. Eve finds her garden decimated

002 The Amazing Race

Part Like The Red Sea

November 24, 2013

In the exotic city of Bandung, Indonesia a critical mistake causes conflict between teammates, a missed train 

spells potential doom for two teams, and emotions run hot when one team questions another’s morality as 

they race to avoid elimination.

003 American Idol

Austin, TX & San Francisco, CA Auditions

January 16, 2014

The auditions continue on Part Two of the two-night Season Premiere of American Idol XIII as the judges 

search for the next singing superstar. Don't miss the auditions that everyone will be talking about the next day.

004 American Masters

Billie Jean King

September 10, 2013

A profile of Billie Jean King, a determined woman who has been a major force in changing and democratizing 

the cultural landscape. This new 90-minute documentary traces the incredible life of one of the most important 

female athletes of the 20th century as her 70th birthday (Nov. 22, 1943) nears.

005 American Masters

Jimi Hendrix: Hear My Train A Comin'

November 5, 2013

The film details the rise of the Experience, the creation of Hendrix’s groundbreaking music, the building of 

Electric Lady Studios, his state of the art recording facility in Greenwich Village, and concludes with his final 

performance in Germany in September 1970, just 12 days before his death at age 27.

006 Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown

Tokyo Nights

November 3, 2013

Anthony explores the esoteric and off beat night life of Tokyo
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007 Beyond Scared Straight

Chester County, SC (Boys)

March 14, 2014

A troubled teen visits a jail in South Carolina where his brother is incarcerated.

008 The Biggest Loser

Down To Singles

December 17, 2013

The 10 remaining contestants reach a milestone, as the competition goes from teams to singles. Wearing 

their new individual color shirts, the players meet host Alison Sweeney for a night-time “ring of fire” endurance 

challenge that involves holding a percentage of their individual weights.

009 Broadway Idiot

May 8, 2014

Billie Joe Armstrong of the band Green Day never thought he would end up doing a musical on Broadway.  

Broadway is a long way from punk rock. BROADWAY IDIOT is the documentary film that tells the story of 

mega-hit album, American Idiot, being turned into a staged musical on Broadway.

010 Cold Justice

He Said, He Said

February 14, 2014

On September 5, 1998 Mary Case arrived home to find her 19-year-old sister Erika, dead. Erika was stabbed 

33 times. Two conflicting statements from Erika’s friends have caused this case to run cold. Kelly and 

Yolanda travel to Terre Haute, IN. to help bring closure to Erika’s family.

011 COSMOS: A SpaceTime Odyssey

Standing Up In The Milky Way

March 9, 2014

Our cosmic address is explained, the cosmic calendar of our space and time is explored, and host Neil 

deGrasse Tyson looks to history for the story of Giordano Bruno and his heretical theories about our 

universe.

012 Deadliest Catch

Careful What You Wish For

April 22, 2014

While the wary veteran skippers cement their legacies, the young guns create their own… But they better be 

careful what they wish for.  A government shutdown shortens the season which starts off a series of dangerous 

chain reactions, forcing the fleet to fish harder and faster to make the deadline.
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013 Drugs, Inc.

Philly Dope

September 29, 2013

The drug trade in north Philadelphia is examined.

014 Duck Dynasty

Til Duck Do Us Part

August 14, 2013

Everyone comes together to plan a surprise wedding for Phil and Kay, setting up a special ceremony on their 

land, which the whole family attends. Si distracts Phil and Kay by taking them on a "trip down memory lane.

015 The Face

Diamonds Are a Model’s Best Friend

April 23, 2014

The models shoot a jewelry commercial for Chopard. They must remain composed while running in 10 inch 

heels and wearing restrictive dresses made by Lady Gaga’s favorite designer, Iris Van Herpen. Afiya and 

Naomi don’t see eye to eye.

016 Freakshow

Creature's Daugher

May 27, 2014

Creature meets his estranged daughter face-to-face and relives his breakdancing past. Can Todd pull off a 

surprise 21st birthday party for Asia?

017 Game Of Arms

Sacrifice

February 25, 2014

The California Arm Benders try to take down the powerhouse New York City Arms Control, led by the fiercely 

driven giant slayer, Mike Selearis.

018 HANK: 5 Years From The Brink

September 16, 2013

During the 2008 Financial Crisis, one person was charged with preventing the global economy from 

collapsing.  Hank Paulson, former Treasury Secretary tells Academy Award-nominee Joe Berlinger how he 

persuaded banks, congress and presidential candidates to sign off on $1 trillion in bailouts in this riveting 

portrait of leadership under pressure.
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019 Herblock: The Black & The White

August 16, 2013

Traces influential career of cartoonist Herbert Block better known as "Herblock"

020 Inside Comedy

Andrew Dice Clay/Kevin Nealon

February 24, 2014

Hosted by David Steinberg, Inside Comedy reveals the inspirations, influences and idols of some of the most 

successful comics of our time. Film stars, living legends and up-and-comers share rare footage, personal 

struggles and career-defining moments. This episode features Andrew Dice Clay and Kevin Nealon.

021 JFK (American Experience)

November 11, 2013  -  November 12, 2013

Beginning with Kennedy's childhood years as the privileged by sickly second son of one of the wealthiest 

men in America, this biography explores his early political career as a lackluster congressman, his 

successful Senate run, and the game-changing presidential campaign that made him the youngest elected 

president in U.S. history.

022 Lidia Celebrates America: Freedom and Independence

June 28, 2013

Join host and chef Lidia Bastianich as she celebrates independence and freedom with different cultures 

across America. The celebrity cast includes actress Anna Deavere Smith, opera singer Renée Fleming, 

singer Martha Wainwright, chef Jacques Pepin and actor Alec Mapa.

023 Life According To Sam

October 21, 2013

LIFE ACCORDING TO SAM follows one family’s fight to save their only son from a rare and fatal aging 

disease. Funny and fiercely intelligent, Sam Berns is the catalyst for his physician parents’ relentless drive to 

discover a medical breakthrough on the aging process.

024 Life Below Zero

Thin Ice

May 22, 2014

A strange warm-up has swept through the Arctic, leaving the camps scrambling to prepare for what lies 

ahead. For Sue, that may mean more predators in her camp, while for Chip and Agnes it means the ice is 

dangerously unstable for fishing.
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025 Lone Target

Poland: Race To The Bridge

January 22, 2014

Ex-Navy SEAL Joel Lambert faces off against the U.S. Army's Phantom Recon unit--a battle-tested group of 

trackers, supremely skilled in hunting down the most elusive of enemy targets

026 Mad Dog: Inside The Secret World Of Muammar Gaddafi

April 11, 2014

No other dictator so cannily combined the lure of oil and the implied threat of terror to turn Western powers 

into cowed appeasers. Muammar Gaddafi's story is a study in the exercise of absolute power, told not by 

politicians but by those who directly served the late Libyan leader.

027 Made In America

October 11, 2013

MADE IN AMERICA is an all-access backstage pass to the festival of the same name and to the success 

stories of the chart-topping artists, fans, vendors, stage hands and neighbors whose lives were impacted by 

the event.

028 MasterChef Junior

Restaurant Takeover

October 25, 2013

In the first-ever MASTERCHEF JUNIOR field challenge, the remaining six kids split into two teams to take 

over the kitchen at a fine-dining restaurant. The two teams have limited time to prep, cook and serve all the 

diners in the fully-booked restaurant.

029 MITT

January 24, 2014

MITT provides an intimate, rarely seen, behind-the-scenes look at a candidate running for the presidency.

030 Newlyweds: The First Year

Happily Ever After?

June 24, 2013

How did the newlyweds do? At their overdue Mexican honeymoon, Kim and Alaska discuss their bicoastal 

marriage. Kathryn and John slowly acclimate to parenthood. Tina’s father becomes a newlywed, causing 

Tina and Tarz to reflect.  Blair and Jeff meet with a sex therapist.
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031 One Last Hug:  Three Days At Grief Camp

April 14, 2014

One in seven American children will experience the death of a loved one before age 20. ONE LAST HUG: 

THREE DAYS AT GRIEF CAMP takes us inside Camp Erin, where grieving children share feelings, build 

friendships, and find emotional support from their peers.

032 Oprah's Master Class

Justin Timberlake

May 11, 2014

Award-winning actor and musician Justin Timberlake sits for a candid conversation during his worldwide tour, 

sharing never-before-told stories about his childhood, his career, and the valuable lessons he's learned 

about finding one's voice, defying expectations, and always seeking out new challenges.

033 Overhauling

John Nivens - Jay Leno Lotus

June 2, 2013

The show features deserving individuals whose altered auto becomes a life-changing event for its 

unknowing owner. Mix challenges include source tracks from a dozen noisy locales over weeks of time, 

heavy SFX graphics, 44m of MX, and 11 mixes per show to cover 57 countries' specs.

034 Paycheck To Paycheck:  The Life And Times Of Katrina Gilbert

March 17, 2014

An intimate portrait of one family coping with the financial and emotional stresses of poverty, Paycheck to 

Paycheck follows a year in the life of Katrina Gilbert, a 30-year-old single working mother of three, earning just 

above the minimum wage as a certified nursing assistant and barely making ends meet.

035 Preachers Of L.A.

Comeback

October 9, 2013

After a painfully public divorce that caused him to leave the church, Minister Deitrick Haddon organizes a 

Gospel concert to embark on a comeback. Bishop Gibson hosts a fun “mancave” for the preachers, but 

conflict arises when they debate scripture.

036 Project Runway

Sky's The Limit

July 18, 2013

The designers arrive on the runway of an airfield.  In this unconventional challenge, skydivers begin to fall 

from the sky and the designers learn that they must use the colorful parachute materials to create a look that 

will help define their aesthetic.  Kate Bosworth serves as a guest judge.
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037 The Real World: Ex-Plosion

Excess Baggage

January 8, 2014

Seven strangers move into a house expecting a fresh start, but little do they know, they will soon come 

face-to-face with their past.

038 Schooled: The Price Of College Sports

October 16, 2013

A hard-hitting examination of the NCAA’s treatment of its athletes and amateurism in collegiate athletics; 

weaving interviews, archival and verité footage to tell a story of how college sports became a billion dollar 

industry built on the backs of athletes who are deprived of numerous rights.

039 The Short Game

December 12, 2013

The Netflix original documentary follows eight amazingly self-motivated children who simultaneously pursue 

both friendship and first place as they train for and compete in the World Championship of Junior Golf.

040 The Sixties: The Assassination Of President Kennedy

November 8, 2013

Told exclusively through the television coverage of the day, without narration, ”The Assassination of 

President Kennedy” immerses the viewer in a visceral, real-time experience of that fateful weekend in Dallas 

that left an indelible mark on the decade.

041 The Square

January 17, 2014

As the Egyptian Revolution unfolds, THE SQUARE immerses the viewer in the intense emotional drama of 

young people on the streets of Cairo claiming their rights and creating a society of conscience.

042 Survivor Cagayan

Hot Girl With A Grudge

February 26, 2014

Eighteen new players are divided into three tribes based on certain attributes of their everyday life: Brawn, 

Brains, and Beauty.  The castaways quickly learn how difficult it is to play the game, taking a serious toll on 

one tribe.  Which tribe will outwit, outplay, and outlast the others?
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043 The System With Joe Berlinger

Mandatory Sentencing

May 25, 2014

In Florida, a man is serving 20 years behind bars for firing a warning shot. In Chicago, gun laws aren’t strict 

enough.

044 Teach

September 6, 2013

Explores America's education system through the eyes, minds and hearts of its most essential resource, 

teachers.

045 Through The Wormhole With Morgan Freeman

Is God An Alien Concept?

March 5, 2014

The universe might be teeming with intelligent life.   What would an alien civilization believe in?  Is God being 

worshipped somewhere else in the cosmos? We won’t know until we make contact, but scientists are looking 

for clues here on Earth.  Do all intelligent species need religion to survive?

046 Top Chef

Lea Michele’s Halloween Bash

October 30, 2013

The chef’testants face challenges full of chills and thrills.  After tackling a Quickfire challenge  where all of the 

ingredients and tools are wrapped in aluminum foil, the chefs must cater a Halloween party for singer/actress 

Lea Michele.  The food has to be vegetarian and spook-tacular!

047 Top Gear

Coast To Coast

September 3, 2013

Adam, Tanner and Rutledge race from New York City to Los Angeles on an epic 3000 mile road trip across 

the country in brand new supercars. Along the way, they complete a series of challenges to determine the 

winner of the race.

048 Top Gear

Fountain Of Youth

November 26, 2013

Three vehicles with speed and sex appeal are compared by the guys.
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049 Vice

Afghan Money Pit/The Pacification of Rio

March 14, 2014

 Shane Smith goes to Afghanistan to see how nearly $100 billion of U.S. funds for reconstruction projects have 

been misspent. Then, Ben Anderson heads to Rio de Janeiro to reveal the dark underbelly of the city that the 

World Cup and Olympics marketing teams don’t want you to see.

050 Vice

Rocky Mountain High/North Korean Defectors

April 25, 2014

David Choe visits Colorado to see how marijuana legalization is revolutionizing the weed industry. Then, 

Vikram Gandhi meets North Korean defectors in South Korea who are struggling to adapt to the modern 

world.

051 Vice

The Pink Gang Rebellion/Genetic Passport

May 2, 2014

In India, Gelareh Kiazand embeds with the Pink Gang, a union of rural women fighting to combat the country’s 

rampant sexual abuse. Then, Thomas Morton goes to Kazakhstan to see the horrific aftereffects of Soviet-era 

nuclear testing and hear one doctor’s controversial ideas on protecting future generations from genetic 

mutations.

052 Vice

The Resource Curse/Deliver Us From Drought

May 9, 2014

Vikram Gandhi travels to Papua New Guinea where Exxon Mobil’s new $19 billion liquid natural gas project is 

creating mass instability in the region. Then, Thomas Morton sees how Texas’s catastrophic drought is 

affecting its citizens’ and legislators’ attitudes toward climate change.

053 Whoopi Goldberg Presents Moms Mabley

November 18, 2013

Often referred to as “the funniest woman in the world,” the iconic African-American standup comedienne 

Jackie “Moms” Mabley broke racial and sexual boundaries and continues to inspire comedians to this day.
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054 Wicked Tuna

Tuna Beta Kappa

May 11, 2014

Captain Carraro and the crew of FV-Tuna.com answer a call to assist a boat in distress with men overboard. 

Captains Marciano of Hard Merchandise and McLaughlin of Pin Wheel combine forces, hoping to catch fish. 

When catches are scarce and the pressure is on, trusting competition isn’t a good idea.

055 The World Wars

Trial By Fire

May 26, 2014

An assassin’s bullet sparks a global conflict that quickly evolves into the deadliest war humanity has ever 

seen. In the chaos, a new generation of soldier emerges, including a group of men who would become the 

most infamous leaders of the 20th century.

056 Wynton Marsalis – A YoungArts Masterclass

September 9, 2013

Talent. Dedication. Luck. It takes all this and more to make it as an artist. Every year, thousands of high 

school students audition to be mentored by artists in an intimate classroom setting. This YoungArts 

Masterclass follows students as they work with legendary musician Wynton Marsalis.

057 Years Of Living Dangerously

End Of The Woods

April 20, 2014

Harrison Ford continues his investigation into the global effects of the palm oil industry, exploring the 

corruption that has deforested the Indonesian landscape. Arnold Schwarzenegger joins an elite team of 

wild-land firefighters known as "Hot Shots" as they battle a new breed of forest fires.

End of Category
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